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PART 1 : 
Writing an ALMA proposal!



Have a good idea! 
• Is the idea clear to you?
• What is the question will you address? 

What will you learn?
• Why should others care? 

• If you are not excited, neither will be 
the reviewer.



Have a good idea! 
• Is the idea clear to you?
• What is the question will you address? 

What will you learn?
• Why should others care? 

• If you are not excited, neither will be 
the reviewer.

Be excited!



Research your idea

Has it been done already? Read the literature and                        
the abstracts of accepted 

proposals

Search the ALMA archive or                
the observing queue 



Read the documentation

https://almascience.eso.org/documents-and-tools/cycle9/

What’s new in Cycle 9



Identify the goals of the proposal



Know your audience 



Understand the review criteria



Proposal components



Abstract

Briefly and powerfully convey the big 
picture, the problem, the observations 
proposed, and the goals of the proposal.  



Abstract structure example



Abstract

• The abstract should offer a concise, clear and 
coherent narrative that will excite the 
reviewers about your project
• Do not copy portions of the science 

justifications into the abstract  
• And do not repeat the Abstract in the 

science justification (space is precious!)



Proposal components



Science Justification: example outline



Science justification: Introduction



Science 
Justification: 
Motivation



Justify targets



Justify targets



Survery proposals



Detection experiments



Detection experiments



Figures



Science justification: description of observations



Science justification: description of observations



Scientific justification: references



Proposal components



Technical Justification

Convince the reviewer that the technical set up…

• can achieve the scientific goals of the proposal

• is the best setup to achieve the science goals

• uses ALMA time in the most efficient way 

OT performs (most) technical validations

=> your proposal is technically doable in terms of sensitivity, resolution, etc…

ALMA Observing Tool

Sensitivity

Angular resolution

Correlator setup



Technical justification



Technical justification: things to consider



Weather and configuration schedule



Configuration properties



The technical justification is important



The technical justification is important



The technical justification is important

Contact your ARC Node for help!!!



Reviewers do not like…



Reviewers do not like…



Reviewers do not like…



Reviewers do not like…



And a final reminder… 
proposals must be written anonymously

Proposal should not reveal the proposing team 

Reviewers should focus on the proposed science, and not on the 
proposing team 



• Do not list the PI, co-PIs, or co-Is 
anywhere in the proposal

• Including Abstract, Scientific Justification, 
and Technical Justification



Use the third 
person



Use the third 
person



Questions? Comments?



PART 2 : 
Reviewing an ALMA proposal!



Let me start with 
some practical 
steps …



Every* proposal team nominates one person to be a reviewer

Proposal Handling Team (PHT) assigns 10 proposals to the reviewer

Reviewer ranks and write comments for each proposal

Basics of distributed peer review

* Excluding Large Proposals



A timeline for Cycle 9

NEW!!!



Review Proposals: Stage 1



Stage 2



How are proposals assigned?



GO TO the Alma science portal: almascience.eso.org 

How to define your reviewer expertise/keywords



Profile: Proposal Categories



Profile: Proposal Categories



Conflicts of Interest 

NEW





1. To establish a ranked list of all proposals assigned to you, where 1 is your top-rated proposal, 
and 10 is the lowest-rated proposal

When a proposal gets ranked nr 10 *does not mean* that it is not a compelling or well-justified, the
ranks in this process are relative to the other proposals in the proposal set

The reason each assessor is assigned 10 proposals is to have a big enough pool to compare, and a 
big enough variance among 10 independent reviewers

Goals of the review process 1

10



Reviewing 
criteria

Overall scientific merit - focus on selecting the BEST SCIENCE

• Does the proposal clearly indicate which important, outstanding 
questions will be addressed?

• Will the proposed observations have a high scientific impact on this 
particular field and address its science goals?

• Does the proposal clearly describe how the data will be analysed in 
order to achieve its science goals?

Suitability of the observations to achieve the scientific goals

• Is the choice of target (or targets) clearly described and well justified?
• Are the requested signal-to-noise ratio, angular resolution, largest 

angular scale, and spectral setup sufficient to achieve the science 
goals?

• Does the proposal justify why new observations are needed to achieve 
the goals?



High risk 
high reward 
proposals

Proposals where a detection is not certain

• By its nature, ALMA invites forefront proposals that have the 
potential for high risk, high scientific rewards, but with no 
guarantee of “success” (i.e., a detection)

• For many projects, ALMA is the only option
• No other submm observatory can match ALMA’s sensitivity

Reviewers can take risks if the scientific payoff is high 

Guidance for review
• Some uncertainty is necessary to advance in science
• Appropriate that the usefulness of an upper limit is justified
• Be cautious of comments along the lines “uncertain if the source 

will be detected



Best practices for 
writing reviews  

First of all: 

Set enough time aside for this task!

Stress and deadlines can lead to rushed deliberations and 
resort to shortcuts (ie. fall to unconscious bias, not rational 
decision based on the overall picture)



Best practices for 
writing reviews I • Summarize both strengths and weaknesses

• Take care to ensure strengths and weaknesses do not contradict each 
other

• Avoid giving the impression a minor weakness or detail was the cause of 
a poor ranking

• If you can’t think of clear weaknesses, do not “invent” them just to 
write something

• If a proposal has no significant weakness but is just less exciting than 
other proposals, just say so (do not specify which other proposals)

• A proposal review is NOT just a summary of the proposal

• While the reviewer may include a BRIEF (~ 1 sentence) summary, the 
bulk of the contents need to discuss the strengths and weaknesses of 
the proposal

• Restrict your feedback to the scientific aspects of the proposal : do not 
include comments on technical feasibility

• Comments must be based on the explicit contents of the proposal, not 
on assumptions about the proposing team



• Use complete sentences when writing the comments

• It is not necessary to write a lengthy review, but avoid a single sentence

• Be concise

• Do not ask questions in your review

• Questions usually indicate a proposal weakness - state the weakness 
directly

• Be professional, polite and constructive (how could the proposal be even 
better?)

• Do not use sarcasm or any insulting language

• Critique the proposal and not the PI or the proposal team

• Be aware of potential unconscious biases

• Keep your review factual and objective as possible

• Avoid using abbreviations

• Avoid comments such as “this requests a lot of time” or “expensive 
proposal”

• Do not use slang or jargon

Best practices for 
writing reviews II 



Final remarks

Once you finished your reviews, read them, asking how you 
feel if you received them:

If you feel that they would upset you, revise them!

And keep in mind :
English may be a second language for many PIs and          

reviewers



Example review



Observing Tool performs (most) 
technical validations

Reviewers can assume that 
proposals is technically 
feasible, and that the 
requested sensitivity, angular 
resolution, largest angular 
scale, and correlator setup are 
valid and can be achieved 
technically.

Reviewers should evaluate if 
setup is sufficient to achieve 
science goals.

Sensitivity, Correlator setup, 
Largest angular scale, Angular 
resolution

The proposers are responsible 
for clearly justifying the setup 
with references as appropriate.

Technical Justification

But please check that…



What to do if you have a technical questions 
during the review process

1. Send an email to the PHT pht@alma.cl

2. PHT will respond according to the checks performed by 
Technical Assessors at the JAO

3. Add any additional notes into the "Comments to JAO" box to 
help not losing track of the case.

mailto:pht@alma.cl


ALMA APPRECIATES YOUR EXPERTISE AND 
YOUR TIME 

YOU ARE CONTRIBUTING TO THE 
OBSERVATORY’S QUEST TO STUDY THE 

UNIVERSE IN THE 
MILLIMETER/SUBMILLIMETER

WAVELENGTH RANGE.

2700 PUBLICATIONS SINCE 2012

We appreciate your expertise and your time dedicated 
to this collective effort!



Wishing you all a productive proposal time! 



Questions? Comments?


